I PRESS RELEASE – July 20, 2015 I
ARKAMYS & New RENAULT Espace V: passion for 3D-sound!
ARKAMYS is proud to announce that the “3D Sound by ARKAMYS” audio system embedded in the New
Espace MPV launched in April 15.
ARKAMYS signed an immersive 3D-signature sound for the New RENAULT Espace.
“3D Sound by ARKAMYS” is now available in the New Espace car models Life, Zen and Intens
Energy with the multimedia sound solution “Auditorium”.
Enjoy the “3D SoundStage software solution” which improves the overall sound quality of an audio
experience throughout the in-vehicle infotainment system.
A dynamic, rich and true sound in these D-segment cars to feel “more emotion” and the driving pleasure.
Feel this most comfortable audio sensation: a real wellness and invitation to travel with this Grand Tourer!
The ARKAMYS 3D Sound Staging algorithm, the ARKAMYS Mood solution, enhances car-infotainment by
raising the sound stage to windshield height and by creating a surround sound effect for the driver and
passengers. This 3D sound solution includes 4 ambiences of sound to color your playlist: Natural, Lounge,
Club and Live!
To achieve the RENAULT signature sound, the ARKAMYS infotainment solution is directly integrated into
the infotainment system: “3D sound” is embedded in the car radio’s DSP circuit. In addition ‘Golden Ears’sound engineers and acousticians – tune each type of Renault vehicle.
ARKAMYS has been the audio partner solution of RENAULT since 2006. To date, ARKAMYS’ audio
software and services are embedded in more than 13 million vehicles: among them famous cars of the
Alliance such as Scenic, Mégane, Clio, Kadjar, Samsung Motors SM5 and Nissan Qashqai.
About ARKAMYS
Recognized leader in 3D sound audio effects, voice processing and sound rendering, ARKAMYS provides digital audio
software and services for the automotive, mobile phones and connected home entertainment.
ARKAMYS’ sound experts are able to develop innovative solutions to optimize the audio quality of consumer electronics.
For the last 15 years, ARKAMYS set up its worldwide presence in Europe, Japan, Korea, USA and in China.
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Ask for information and demo
to our sound experts:

RENAULT Espace

About RENAULT
The Renault group has been making cars since 1898. Today it is an international multi-brand group, selling more than
2.7 million vehicles in 125 countries in 2013, with 36 manufacturing sites, and employing more than 117,000 people.
To meet the major technological challenges of the future and continue its strategy of profitable growth, the Group is
harnessing its international development and the complementary fit of its three brands, Renault, Dacia and Renault
Samsung Motors, together with electric vehicles, the Alliance with Nissan, and its partnerships with AVTOVAZ and
Daimler.
With 12 world championship titles, Renault’s expertise in Formula 1 is equally remarkable, as a vector of innovation,
image and awareness.

